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A history of concussion has been linked to long-term cognitive deficits; however, the neural underpinnings of these abnormalities

are poorly understood. This study recruited 26 asymptomatic male Australian footballers with a remote history of concussion (i.e.

at least six months since last concussion), and 23 non-collision sport athlete controls with no history of concussion. Participants

completed three ocular motor tasks (prosaccade, antisaccade and a cognitively complex switch task) to assess processing speed, in-

hibitory control and cognitive flexibility, respectively. Diffusion tensor imaging data were acquired using a 3 T MRI scanner, and

analysed using tract-based spatial statistics, to investigate white matter abnormalities and how they relate to ocular motor perform-

ance. Australian footballers had significantly slower adjusted antisaccade latencies compared to controls (P¼0.035). A significant

switch cost (i.e. switch trial error > repeat trial error) was also found on the switch task, with Australian footballers performing

increased magnitude of errors on prosaccade switch trials relative to prosaccade repeat trials (P¼ 0.023). Diffusion tensor imaging

analysis found decreased fractional anisotropy, a marker of white matter damage, in major white matter tracts (i.e. corpus cal-

losum, corticospinal tract) in Australian footballers relative to controls. Notably, a larger prosaccade switch cost was significantly

related to reduced fractional anisotropy in anterior white matter regions found to connect to the prefrontal cortex (i.e. a key cor-

tical ocular motor centre involved in executive functioning and task switching). Taken together, Australian footballers with a his-

tory of concussion have ocular motor deficits indicative of poorer cognitive processing speed and cognitive flexibility, which are

related to reduce white matter integrity in regions projecting to important cognitive ocular motor structures. These findings provide

novel insights into the neural mechanisms that may underly chronic cognitive impairments in individuals with a history of

concussion.
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Introduction
Collision sport athletes are susceptible to mild brain trau-

mas, such as sports-related concussion (SRC).1 Long-term

neurological consequences, including persistent cognitive

deficits, are linked to a history of SRC (HoC).2 For ex-

ample, we previously identified chronic cognitive abnor-

malities in Australian footballers (i.e. Australia’s most

participated collision sport) with a HoC using ocular

motor (OM) tasks that interrogate cognitive function.3

The OM system is a highly ramified neural network

that facilitates the movement of the eyes. Saccades are

the most common type of eye movement generated by

this system, representing the rapid movement of the eyes

between two points of fixation.4 Broadly, saccades can ei-

ther be generated reflexively or volitionally.4 Reflexive

saccades are most commonly generated in response to a

suddenly appearing visual target. The basic network that

generates a saccade incorporates subcortical and midbrain

saccade generators (i.e. superior colliculus, brainstem OM

nuclei, basal ganglia and cerebellum), as well as cortical

areas, such as the frontal eye field, supplementary eye

fields and intraparietal sulcus.5 In contrast, volitional sac-

cades are generated in accordance with a decision to

move the eyes towards a behaviourally relevant object of

interest. This decision recruits additional neural regions,

in particular, the cognitive control regions, dorsal lateral

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex.6

Each saccade type and corresponding network can be

interrogated using specially designed OM tasks.4,7 The

prosaccade (PS) task elicits reflexive saccades in response

to a suddenly appearing visual target, and activates the

basic OM network. In contrast, the classic antisaccade

(AS) task, which requires the inhibition of a reflexive re-

sponse to a suddenly appearing visual target in favour of

a saccade to the diametrically opposite target, allows as-

sessment of the cognitive OM network.6,8 Cognitive com-

plexity is increased when AS and PS are interleaved (i.e.

the switch task), enabling the assessment of task switch-

ing or cognitive flexibility.8
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Although we have previously found AS and PS

changes, both individually and interleaved, in Australian

footballers with a HoC,3 their neural underpinnings re-

main to be determined. HoC has previously been linked

with diffuse axonal injury,9 and diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) is a MRI method that can be used to investigate

microstructural white matter damage.10–13 For example, a

DTI study of retired professional rugby players with a

HoC found evidence of widespread white matter injury

in major white matter tracts, as indicated by a reduction

in fractional anisotropy (FA), and increased axial (AD)

and radial diffusivity (RD), three common DTI metrics

used to quantify properties of white matter.14 However,

how white matter abnormalities in athletes with a HoC

relate to cognitive OM deficits is unknown.

Therefore, here we investigated the relationship between

cognitive OM performance and DTI metrics in Australian

footballers with a HoC. We hypothesized that Australian

footballers with a HoC would perform worse on cogni-

tively complex OM tasks, and display DTI markers indi-

cating white matter damage, compared to non-collision

sport athlete controls with no HoC. It was further pre-

dicted that OM deficits would be associated with DTI

measures of white matter integrity.

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 49 participants were included in this study.

Male Australian footballers with a HoC (n¼ 26) were

recruited from the Victorian amateur football league. A

control group of athletes (n¼ 23), with no history of

brain trauma or engagement in collision sports, was

recruited from local amateur sporting teams (i.e. basket-

ball, tennis, cricket, track). The sample size was estimated

a priori based on the effect size observed in our previous

study of OM and DTI in Australian footballers with a

HoC which reported Cohen’s d¼ 0.906.3 To achieve

80% power for the effect size, a minimum of 44 partici-

pants (22 per group) is required in a Mann–Whitney test.

We thus recruited 26 footballers and 23 controls in this

study, which would provide 80% power for a minimal

detectable effect size of Cohen’s d¼ 0.8388.

Individuals with a history of neurosurgery, major psychi-

atric or neurological disturbances (e.g. epilepsy, multiple

sclerosis, stroke, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder), or any

medical contraindications to MRI were excluded. Australian

footballers who had sustained a concussion within the past

six months were not enrolled into the study and testing

was performed during preseason to minimize any confound-

ing effects of recent concussive and sub-concussive injuries.

The Melbourne Health Human Ethics committee approved

study procedures (#2015.012), and these were in accordance

with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association

(Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments involving humans.

All participants provided written informed consent prior to

the study.

Demographics and concussion
history

A questionnaire was administered to each participant

concerning demographics, HoC, sporting history and edu-

cation history. The Beck Depression Inventory was used

to measure self-reported depression,15 and The National

Adult Reading Task was used to measure premorbid

intelligence.16

OM recording

The horizontal displacement of both eyes (i.e. saccades)

was recorded using an Eyelink II dark pupil, video-ocu-

lography system (SR-Research Ltd, Mississauga, Ontario,

Canada). This is a high-resolution (noise limited at <0.01

degree) and high-acquisition-rate (500 Hz) system.

Participants were seated in a darkened room, 840 mm in

front of a 75-Hz CRT monitor (resolution, 1024�768).

Task stimuli were presented on a black background and

comprised crosses (visual angle, 1 degree) all of equal lu-

minance generated using Experiment Builder (version

1.6.121). A five-point calibration sequence was performed

before each task, with in vivo task calibrations performed

to confirm the accuracy of the initial calibration.

OM tasks

OM assessment consisted of three discrete tasks: (i) PS

block task (only PS performed); (ii) AS block task (only

AS performed); and (iii) switch task (interleaved PS and

AS). Figure 1 represents a schematic of these three tasks.

The PS block task assesses the ability to make visually

guided saccades, an eye movement to a suddenly appear-

ing visual target. Participants fixated on a central green

cross for 1250–1750 ms and performed saccades to a

suddenly appearing peripheral target (1250–1750 ms), as

it stepped horizontally and pseudo-randomly 5� or 10�,

to the left or right of centre.3 A total of 24 trials were

completed over one block.

The AS block task measures the ability to inhibit a pre-

potent/reflexive response generated by a suddenly appear-

ing target, and generate a response in the equal and

opposite direction.17 Participants fixated on a central

green cross for 1250–1750 ms before the central green

cross disappeared concomitantly with the appearance of a

green target cross at either 5� or 10�, left or right of

centre (1250–1750 ms). Participants performed a saccade

to the diametrically opposite position, without looking at

the green target.3 A total of 48 trials were completed

over two blocks.

The switch task interleaves both PS and AS trials, and

assess the ability to switch between these tasks.3

Participants fixated a central cross that was either blue
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or purple. After 1250, 1500 or 1750 ms, a green target

cross appeared in one of four peripheral locations 5� or

10�, left or right of centre. The colour of the central

cross indicated how a participant was to respond to the

appearance of a peripheral green target cross (i.e. blue ¼
PS; magenta ¼ AS). After 1500 ms, a central fixation

square appeared, reorienting the participants gaze central-

ly in preparation for the next trial. All participants were

familiarized with the task’s rules, by way of a guided ex-

ample, followed by a practice block of 12 trials (six AS

trials and six PS trials). A total of 96 trials were com-

pleted over three test blocks. Each test block consisted of

32 PS and AS trials presented in a pseudo-random order.

Trials were classified as a repeat trial where two consecu-

tive trials required the same response (repeat: AS-AS or

PS-PS) or a switch trial where a different response was

required on two consecutive trials (switch: AS-PS or PS-

AS). Repeat trials are usually simpler relative to switch

trials (switch cost): the greater the disparity (switch cost)

the poorer the cognitive flexibility.3 Across the three test

blocks, 48 PS and 48 AS trials were presented with even

numbers of switch and repeat trials. The first trial of

every block was excluded from switch/repeat trial analy-

ses because they are neither a switch nor repeat trial.3

OM analysis

Monocular analyses were performed for OM output

using a customized MATLAB programme. We have pre-

viously demonstrated OM differences in latency and error

measures, and therefore these measures were included in

this analysis.3

For all OM tasks, saccade latency was calculated as

the temporal difference between trial onset and saccade

onset using a velocity criterion of 30� per second. Trials

were removed from the analysis of saccade latency where:

(i) the task was not completed in accordance with task

rules (error as explained below); (ii) fixation was not

maintained within 1.5� of the central target; (iii) a blink

occurred around trial onset that was thought to affect

saccade onset; (iv) no response was made within the trial

period; and (v) a saccade made within 100 ms of target

onset. For the AS block task, both unadjusted and

adjusted latencies were calculated. Adjusted AS latencies

were calculated as a measure of volitional latency (cogni-

tive processing speed) by subtracting PS from the un-

adjusted AS latencies.18 Error rate was calculated for all

OM tasks as a proportion of total trials. PS block task:

saccades made in the opposite direction to the peripheral

target. AS block task: saccades made towards the periph-

eral green target cross. Switch task: performance of a PS

during an AS trial or vice versa.

For the switch task, switch cost was calculated for

both latency and error and was defined as the relative

difference between a switch trial and a repeat trial (i.e.

switch trial performance/repeat trial performance).

Previous studies have shown that only PS trials elicit a

switch cost (unidirectional switch cost, PS switch/PS re-

peat) for this task design.19,20 As such, switch cost

related to PS trials was of interest to this study. A larger

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the three pertinent ocular motor (OM) tasks. (A) Prosaccade: An eye movement to a

suddenly appearing target as a general measure of OM performance and processing speed. (B) Antisaccade: An eye movement away from a

diametrically opposite target as a measure of inhibitory control and cognitive processing speed. (C) Switch task: Interleaves prosaccades and

antisaccades as a measure of task switching and cognitive flexibility.
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switch cost indicates increased difficulty with switching

and poorer cognitive control. For the analysis of latency,

only trials not preceded by an error were included given

that evidence suggests that switch costs are only evident

when the previous trial is correct.20

MRI acquisition and pre-processing

MRI acquisition was performed on a 3-T scanner

(Magnetom Prisma; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). DWI

was acquired at 2 mm isotropic resolution over 64 direc-

tions at b¼ 3000 s/mm2. Imaging was performed with a

repetition time ¼ 3400 ms; echo time ¼ 79 ms; field of

view ¼ 25.6 � 25.6 mm2; and acquisition matrix ¼ 128 �
128. A pair of non-diffusion weighted images with opposite

phase encoding (i.e. anterior to posterior and posterior to

anterior) was also acquired to correct for susceptibility-

induced B0 inhomogeneities.

Pre-processing was performed using MRtrix321 and

FSL22 and included denoising followed by motion and dis-

tortion correction. B1 inhomogeneity was corrected using

the N4 algorithm (included as part of ANTS).23 Global in-

tensity normalization was performed using a white matter

mask and DW images upsampled to 1.3 mm isotropic

resolution. A total of eight participants (Footballers ¼ 3

and Controls ¼ 5) did not have a reverse phase encoding

due to an error in the acquisition. Therefore, no inhomo-

geneity field estimation correction was performed on this

group and a covariate was included in general linear statis-

tical models to account for this discrepancy.

DTI metrics

DTI was used to calculate FA, AD, RD and mean diffu-

sivity (MD). These were calculated using Mrtrix3 and

nonlinearly registered to a study-specific template space

for voxel-wise statistical analysis using Tract-Based

Spatial Statistics (TBSS),24 part of the FSL analysis pack-

age.22 Non-parametric permutation testing was performed

with 5000 permutations and threshold-free cluster en-

hancement corrected for multiple comparisons (P< 0.05).

Tractography

Tractography was used to investigate the connectivity of

seed regions identified in correlation analysis. A whole-

brain tractogram was generated using a probabilistic

streamline approach in MRtrix3 using the iFOD2 algo-

rithm seeded from all brain voxels randomly (20 000

000 seeds). The whole-brain tractogram was filtered using

SIFT2 to normalise the tract density and then again fil-

tered to include only tracts passing through the voxel

cluster identified when increased magnitude of PS switch

cost (error) was correlated with reduced FA in TBSS. A

tract density image for the resulting tracts was generated

using the tckmap command using the tdi option.

Statistical analysis

SPSS software (version 22.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY)

was used for all statistical analyses with the exception of

the TBSS analysis described above. Demographic varia-

bles were compared between footballers and controls

using Mann–Whitney U-tests. OM performance on the

PS and AS task was compared using unpaired t-tests or

Mann–Whitney tests where appropriate. Performance on

the switch task was assessed using a repeated-measures

ANOVA using a trial-type (PS, AS) and previous trial (re-

peat, switch) as within-subject factors and group (con-

trols, footballers) as the between-subject factor. Where

appropriate, post hoc analysis was performed using

Bonferroni or Games–Howell correction for equal or un-

equal variances, respectively. Results were presented as

mean difference (Mdiff). Statistical significance was set at

P< 0.05 for analysis.

Group differences in DTI metrics were assessed using

non-parametric permutation testing (general linear model)

and threshold-free cluster enhancement with ‘presence of

a reverse phase encode’ included as a nuisance variable.

Significantly different OM variables [i.e. AS latency

(adjusted) and magnitude of switch cost (error)] were cor-

related to assess whether there was a relationship be-

tween white matter damage and OM performance. This

correlation was performed using a general linear model

in FSL within areas that had significantly decreased FA

identified in the group analysis. The ‘presence of a re-

verse phase encode’ was included as nuisance variable.

One participant did not perform the switch task therefore

was allocated the group mean for the purpose of this

correlation within TBSS. The number of previous concus-

sions was correlated with white matter and OM changes

to investigate the relationship with the postulated under-

lying mechanism of change. The correlation with reduced

FA was performed using a general linear model in FSL

with ‘presence of a reverse phase encode’ included as a

nuisance variable. The correlation with key OM variables

was performed using a two-tailed Pearson correlation in

SPSS. Statistical significance was set at P< 0.05 for ana-

lysis in SPSS and a family-wise error–corrected P< 0.05

was considered significant in all TBSS analysis.

Table 1 Demographic information

Controls Footballers P-

value

N 23 26

Age 23.00 (2.00) 24.00 (5.25) 0.467

Years of Education 16.00 (2.00) 16.00 (2.00) 0.435

N¼ 22

NART 116.00 (6.00) 116.00 (7.00) 0.377

N¼ 25

BDI 3.00 (6.00) 2.00 (4.00) 0.363

Total No. previous concussion 2.00 (1.00)

Medians and IQR and Mann–Whitney U-test where appropriate.

BDI, Beck depression inventory; NART, National Adult Reading Task.
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Data availability

Data will be made available upon request to the corre-

sponding author.

Results

Demographics

There were no significant differences between controls

and Australian footballers on any demographic variable

(Table 1).

Australian footballers have cognitive

OM deficits

OM findings are presented in Table 2. No significant

differences were found on the PS task. For the AS task,

when AS latency was normalized to PS latency (i.e.

adjusted AS latency), latencies were significantly pro-

longed in footballers compared to controls (P¼ 0.035).

There were no significant differences in the proportion of

errors between controls and footballers on the AS task.

For the switch task, a significant main effect of current

trial-type confirmed the stereotypic response of longer

latencies [Mdiff ¼ 91.693 ms, F (1, 46) ¼ 704.763,

P< 0.001 ˛p2 ¼ 0.939] and increased error rate [Mdiff ¼
11.894%, F (1, 46) ¼ 46.821, P< 0.001 ˛p2 ¼ 0.504)

on AS trials compared to PS trials. In addition, as

expected with a switch task, a significant main effect of

previous trial-type [F (1, 46) ¼ 5.039, P¼ 0.030 ˛p2

¼0.099] identified a greater proportion of errors per-

formed when the previous trial was a PS compared to an

AS [Mdiff ¼ 2.044%, P> 0.03); this was consistent

between Australia footballers and controls, with no inter-

action found (P> 0.05). In contrast, no main effect of

previous trial-type or interactions were found for latency

(P> 0.05). Again, in line with expectations of this task,

we identified a significant previous trial by current trial

interaction, that indicated that error [F (1, 46) ¼ 29.339,

P< 0.001 ˛p2 ¼ 0.389] and latency [F (1, 46) ¼ 45.636,

P< 0.001 ˛p2 ¼ 0.498] were differentially affected when

switching from an AS to a PS (PS switch trial) compared

to switching from a PS to an AS (AS switch). Specifically,

longer latencies (Mdiff ¼ 14.09 ms, P< 0.001) and more

errors (Mdiff ¼ 2.77%, P< 0.001) were performed on PS

switch trials compared to PS repeat trials; switch cost. In

contrast, for AS trials, the opposite relationship was

found, with shorter latencies (Mdiff ¼ 8.916 ms,

P< 0.001) and fewer errors (Mdiff ¼ 6.90%, P< 0.001)

performed on AS switch trials compared to AS repeat tri-

als: switch benefit.

The between-subject factor, group, was used to deter-

mine whether results above were different in footballers

than controls. Notably, a significant interaction between

trial-type and group [F (1, 46) ¼ 5.366, P¼ 0.025 ˛p2 ¼
0.104) found that footballers performed longer latencies

than controls for both PS trials (Mdiff ¼ 1.66 ms) and AS

trials (Mdiff ¼ 17.66 ms). However, post hoc analyses

determined that neither PS or AS latencies were individu-

ally significant between groups (P¼ 0.874 and P¼ 0.175,

respectively). In contrast, no group by trial-type inter-

action was found for error (P> 0.05). Furthermore, a sig-

nificant three-way interaction between previous trial-type

by current trial-type by group was found for the measure

of error [F (1, 46) ¼ 4.228, P¼ 0.045 ˛p2 ¼ 0.084),

with footballers alone performing significantly more

errors (Mdiff ¼ 4.04%, P< 0.001) on PS switch trials

Table 2 Results of ocular motor tasks

Task Measure Controls Footballers P-

value

N 23 26

Prosaccade Latency (ms) 186.50 (27.84) 184.81 (31.20) 0.841

Antisaccade Latency (ms) 292.74 (57.99) 307.50 (73.21) 0.065

Latency—adjusted (ms)#* 93.40 (42.66) 106.64 (61.61) 0.035*

Error (%) 4.17 (10.42) 7.29 (14.58) 0.229

N 23 25

Switch task Prosaccade Repeat latency (ms) 188.45 (32.38) 176.200 (47.21) 0.433

Switch latency (ms) 198.74 (42.04) 192.00 (43.95) 0.584

Switch cost latency (ms) 10.94 (14.27) 11.23 (26.32) 0.861

Repeat error (%) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.601

Switch error (%) 0.00 (4.00) 4.00 (8.00) 0.097

Switch cost error (%)* 0.00 (4.00) 4.00 (8.00) 0.023*

Antisaccade Repeat latency (ms) 283.58 (47.87) 286.19 (70.33) 0.570

Switch latency (ms) 275.22 (55.11) 284.67 (51.47) 0.081

Switch cost latency (ms) �10.75 (17.45) �3.71 (29.22) 0.176

Repeat error (%) 13.04 (17.39) 13.04 (32.60) 0.597

Switch error (%) 8.00 (8.00) 4.00 (12.00) 0.370

Switch cost error (%) �4.70 (18.78) �4.70 (11.57) 0.601

Medians and IQR and Mann–Whitney U-test or t-test (#) where appropriate.

*Significant differences between controls and footballers.
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than PS repeat (i.e. switch cost); controls demonstrated

comparable performance (Mdiff ¼ 1.39%, P¼ 0.086).

When the magnitude (PS switch—PS repeat) of this

switch cost was compared, footballers were found to

have a significantly greater magnitude of PS switch cost

(error only) than controls (P¼ 0.023) (Table 2).

Furthermore, footballers also performed significantly

fewer errors on AS switch trials than AS repeat trials

(Mdiff ¼ 9.09%, P< 0.001); again, controls had compar-

able performance irrespective of switch or repeat trials

(Mdiff ¼ 4.51%, P¼ 0.104). No three-way interaction

was seen for the measure of latency (P> 0.05).

Australian footballers have DTI

abnormalities

TBSS analysis of DTI data revealed significantly

decreased FA in footballers compared to controls

(Fig. 2A). These changes were evident in the corpus cal-

losum and the corticospinal tracts. An average FA from

each participant was generated from the region identified

as significantly different in Fig. 2A. Figure 2B depicts

these values graphically demonstrating the distribution of

average FA between controls and footballers. No signifi-

cant differences were found on the measures of RD, AD

and MD.

OM performance correlates with

FA

The OM analyses identified two significant differences be-

tween Australian footballers and controls [AS latencies

(adjusted) and magnitude of PS switch cost]. Therefore,

these measures were correlated with regions of signifi-

cantly decreased FA in TBSS. There was a significant

negative correlation between decreased FA and increased

magnitude of PS switch cost (error) identified in frontal

white matter tracts (Fig. 3A). An average FA from each

participant was generated from the region identified as

significantly correlated in Fig. 3A. Figure 4A depicts

these values graphically demonstrating the distribution of

average FA between controls and footballers. Figure 4B

Figure 2 Decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) in Australian footballers compared to controls. (A) Whole-brain TBSS analysis of FA

(green ¼ tracts analysed; yellow/orange/red colour scale¼ significantly decreased FA in Australian footballers, P< 0.05, corrected for multiple

comparisons). (B) For each subject, an average FA was derived from the region of significant group difference shown in A to demonstrate the

distribution of average FA between groups. This is a visual representation of the data/analysis shown in A; therefore, no additional statistics were

performed in B. Controls are depicted in blue and footballers in red (Mean 6 SEM).
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also graphically depicts the correlation between average

FA and magnitude of PS switch cost (error).

Tractography and tract density of this significantly associ-

ated ‘seed region’ revealed connectivity of this region to

the DLPFC (Fig. 3B and C).

HoC correlates with both OM

performance and FA

The number of previous concussions was significantly

correlated with AS latencies (adjusted) [r(47) ¼ 0.402,

P¼ 0.004], but not magnitude of PS switch cost (error)

[r(46) ¼ 0.248, P¼ 0.09). There was also a significant

negative correlation between the number of previous con-

cussions and FA in frontal white matter tracts (Fig. 5).

Discussion
This study aimed to determine whether cognitive OM per-

formance is related to underlying white matter damage in

HoC. Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that

Australian footballers with a HoC had prolonged adjusted

AS latencies, indicating reduced cognitive processing speed.

In addition, footballers were less efficient at switching

between saccade types than controls as evidenced by a

greater magnitude PS switch cost (error), indicative of

worse cognitive flexibility. Furthermore, significant white

matter damage was found in the Australian footballers

compared to controls, as indicated by decreased FA in

frontal and long white matter tracts. Importantly,

increased PS switch cost correlated with regions of

decreased FA in frontal white matter tracts. Tractography

revealed that these regions overlap with key OM areas

involved in the performance of this tasks, the DLPFC,

which is known to mediate executive functions, such as

Figure 3 Relationship between reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) and increased magnitude of prosaccade switch cost (error). (A) Results of

TBSS correlation analysis, areas where reduced FA is significantly negatively correlated with increased magnitude of switch cost (error) are

indicted in by yellow/orange/red-coloured voxels (P< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). (B) Tractography investigating the connectivity

of the significantly correlation seed region identified in A. (C) Tract density image confirming prefrontal connectivity.
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task switching.8 These findings suggest that white matter

damage may contribute to some cognitive deficits experi-

enced by individuals with a HoC.

Does white matter damage

contribute to cognitive OM

abnormalities in individuals with a

HoC?

Australian footballers with a HoC had longer AS latencies

(adjusted) compared to controls, which is similar to previ-

ous findings.25,26 This has been proposed to represent the

slowing of cognitive information processing within the net-

works that subserve executive functioning and inhibitory

control.4,6 Interestingly, longer latencies were not found

for simpler PSs, supporting the notion that the slower AS

latencies is due to the cognitive regions/networks recruited

due to the additional cognitive requirement of the task;

namely frontal regions (e.g. DLPFC) that help mediate

reflexive saccade inhibition.4 Furthermore, and consist-

ent with our previous study,3 Australian footballers with

a HoC also had increased magnitude PS switch cost

(error), indicating poorer cognitive flexibility compared

to controls. The neural network underlying switching/

cognitive flexibility in this task similarly implicates

frontal regions, particularly the prefrontal cortex, which

mediates the maintenance and transition between the

different task rules; an error indicates a failure to

maintain task rules and/or inhibit a response.8,27,28

These findings collectively suggest that a HoC affects

the OM cognitive control network responsible for goal-

directed (volitional) saccades, rather than the basic net-

work involved in simple saccade generation

(prosaccdes).

In line with previous DTI research in the context of

HoC,14,29–31 this study revealed evidence (i.e. decreased

FA) of white matter damage in major white matter tracts

(i.e. corpus callosum and corticospinal tracts) of

Australian footballers compared to controls. These find-

ings are consistent with the proposal that these tracts are

particularly vulnerable to the acceleration, deceleration,

and rotational forces endured in SRC.32,33 Furthermore,

pathophysiological changes, such as oxidative stress and

neuroinflammation, can also result in a secondary injury

to white matter,34 evidence of which has been seen in

cohorts similar to this study.35,36

After confirming the presence of OM and white matter

abnormalities in those with a HoC, we next addressed

the primary aim of the study, which was to establish

whether there was a relationship between the two. Poorer

cognitive flexibility [i.e. increased PS switch cost (error)]

was significantly related to reduced FA in the genu of the

corpus callosum. Tractography from this seed region

revealed that the majority of these tracts projected to-

wards the prefrontal cortex, which, as discussed, is piv-

otal to cognitive saccade control.27 This is supported by

previous research that has similarly implicated white mat-

ter damage within the DLPFC and the genu of the corpus

callosum with poorer executive function post TBI,37–39 as

well as young adults40 and healthy aging populations.41

Inferior medial lesions of the prefrontal cortex have also

been linked to increased errors on a switch task.42 Taken

together, the correlation found here supports the notion

that damage to anterior white matter regions, such as the

genu of the corpus callosum, may be implicated in poorer

executive function and cognitive flexibility in athletes

with a HoC.

We found no statistically significant association be-

tween adjusted AS latency and FA. The OM cognitive

control network, responsible for generating volitional sac-

cades, involves a highly ramified set of cortical and sub-

cortical regions. This network engages basic OM

circulatory (required to generate simple reflexive PSs) and

additional cortical engagement reflecting the tasks higher-

order requirements.8 Therefore, it may be that the AS la-

tency (adjusted) changes are linked to a more generalised

damage within the broader OM network, rather than the

more regional specific association identified with

increased magnitude of PS switch cost (error). The white

matter damage identified in this study was evident across

large white matter tracts (i.e. corpus callosum and corti-

cospinal tracts) that are known to overlap with the OM

network. Specifically, these tracts are involved in integrat-

ing and transmitting ‘top down’ information from key

cortical OM regions with ‘bottom up’ saccade machinery

Figure 4 Representative graphs to illustrate significant

negative correlation between reduced fractional

anisotropy (FA) and increased magnitude of switch cost

(error) identified in Fig. 3A. (A) For each subject, an average FA

was derived from the region in Fig. 3A where a significant

correlation between FA and switch cost (error) to demonstrate the

distribution of average FA between groups within this correlated

area (Mean 6 SEM). (B) Graphical representation of the

correlation identified in Fig. 3A. Average subject FA derived from

this significantly correlated region graphed against subject’s

magnitude of switch cost (error). No additional statistics were

performed for the data in Fig. 4 because this analysis was already

done for Fig. 3A. Controls are depicted in blue and footballers in

red.
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located in subcortical, midbrain and brainstem regions

for saccade generation.43,44 Therefore, the diffuse damage

observed in this study may have a generalised impact on

the OM network but the implications of this are only

demonstrable when cognitive load is increased.

The present findings bear resemblance to those from

previous SRC studies involving athletes from other sports

that similarly found chronic OM and structural changes

associated with a HoC.14,45–47

While this study provides

emerging insight to the long-term neurological effects of

engaging in Australian football, a presently understudied

cohort, the results of this study may be relevant to foot-

ballers and collision athletes more broadly. Specifically,

the association identified between magnitude of PS switch

cost and reduced FA in frontal white matter tracts, may

demonstrate a novel structural basis to cognitive OM def-

icits and cognitive flexibility in athletes with a HoC.

Future studies are needed to determine the causal na-

ture of the association found here, particularly given the

relative lack of studies related to the structural underpin-

nings of cognitive saccades. Notably, footballers and con-

trols demonstrated a similar trajectory suggesting there

may be a structural association related to normal vari-

ation in OM performance. Alternatively, structural white

matter damage may not modulate OM function in indi-

viduals with HoC. For example, other brain abnormal-

ities induced by SRC, including functional changes, grey

matter atrophy, cerebral flow and metabolomics may im-

pact OM function.48–50 For example, functional neural

correlates have been identified with OM performance

acutely after mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), and in

patients with persisting post-concussion symptoms.25,51–53

This highlights the need for further research into the

mechanisms that underpin cognitive deficits after mTBI.

Such studies could incorporate additional neuroimaging

methodologies, such as arterial spin labelling, functional

MRI, or magnetic resonance spectroscopy to do so.

Limitations and future directions

Several methodological limitations should be considered

when interpreting the data presented here. The HoC data

were based on self-report of the number of diagnosed

concussions, which may be as participants could be sus-

ceptible to poor recall. Prospective longitudinal studies

that monitor changes after an acute concussion would

help to address this problem.54 Similar to previous find-

ings,13,14,29 white matter damage and worse processing

speed were correlated with the number of previous con-

cussions. While our findings provide evidence of the

long-term neurological damages associated with an HOC,

we could not account for the potential effect of subcon-

cussive impacts within our groups which may also be

associated with neurological changes.55,56 Future studies

could implement emerging accelerometer technology to

better delineate the effects of subconcussive injury.55,57

Furthermore, we did not to include a metric of time since

last concussion. This should be included in future studies

to investigate whether this mediates chronic cognitive and

structural changes. There is also growing evidence that

biological sex may contribute to the outcomes following

mTBI.58 While we did not include females in this study,

in order to replicate our previous male-only OM study,3

future studies should aim to recruit females and deter-

mine whether the findings are consistent across the sexes.

Notably, Australian footballers provide a unique cohort

to study such questions as the rules allowing full-body

contact are consistent for both males and females.1

Conclusion
This study found evidence of cognitive OM abnormal-

ities and white matter damage in athletes with a HoC

compared to a control group of athletes with no HoC

or participation in collision sport. These findings are

Figure 5 Region of significant correlation between fractional anisotropy (FA) and number of previous concussions. Regions

where reduced FA is negatively correlated with increased number of concussions are indicted by yellow/orange/red-coloured

voxels (P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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concerning, particularly considering the relatively young

age of the cohort studied. OM and DTI measures were

also found to correlate with a HoC. This provides con-

vergent evidence of long-term neurological damages

associated with SRC that can be captured through sensi-

tive measures, such as DTI and OM assessment.

Importantly, we found a relationship between magnitude

of PS switch cost and FA in the genu of the corpus cal-

losum. This region tracts to a key cortical OM centre,

the DLPFC, known to be involved in executive function-

ing and task switching. Although a relationship was not

found between AS latency and DTI findings, given the

overlap between the OM network and the identified

damaged tracts (corpus callosum and corticospinal

tracts), it is possible that general destabilisation of these

networks contributed to the AS findings. Taken to-

gether, the result of this study suggest that structural

white matter damage may contribute to cognitive

changes in athletes with a HoC.
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